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Clinton's Push for
WASHINGTON,
DC-President
Clinton's all-out push for national tests in
reading and mathematics has run into
opposition from an unusual coalition of
conservatives and liberals, Members of
Congress, Governors and school districts.
Supporters of the plan are
principally the teachers unions and big
business.
When it appeared that Congress
would not appropriate funds for the tests,
Clinton said
he would
move ahead
with
his
tests anyway, on a
voluntary
basis, using federal
funds alreadyinthe
pipeline. In
August, the
Clinton AdSen John Ashcroft
ministration awarded a $13 million contract for
the first year of a $90 million, five-year
project to get the tests under way.
But only six Governors and 15 cities
signed up for Clinton's "voluntary" tests,
and Clinton tweaked the Governors for
"dragging their feet." Former Tennessee
Governor Lamar Alexander retorted,
"It's a good idea to drag your feet if
you're going down the wrong road."
Rep. Bill Goodling (R-PA), chairman of the House Committee on

tional Testing Assailed

Education and the Workforce, took up the
challenge, calling Clinton's tests "the
most controversial issue in Congress this
year." He succeeded in getting the House
to vote 295 to 195 on Sept 16 to prohibit
the U.S. Department of Education from
spending any fiscal 1998 funds "to
develop, plan, implement or administer
any national testing program in reading or
mathematics."
Clinton called the House vote
"unacceptable" and said "it will not
stand." He accused the House of voting
"against better schools."
When the action moved to the
Senate, former Education Secretary
William Bennett persuaded Republican
Senators to vote for national tests after
moving responsibility for the tests from
the Department of Education to the
National Assessment Governing Board.
The sponsor of the Senate compromise,
Senator Dan Coats (R-IN) pleaded that
"this is the best we could do in the Senate."
Senator John Ashcroft (R-MO) then
announced his intention to oppose any
legislation that funds nationalized individual tests because, "Once the Federal
Government is using tests to shape
curriculum, parental control through local
school boards will be doomed."
"National tests should be shredded,
bagged and hauled to the national landfill,"
Ashcroft said. "The House wisely voted
against one penny on these tests, by a
veto-proof margin. I will use all means at
my disposal, including a filibuster, to
oppose appropriations legislation unless it

bars nationalized school testing." So far,
10 senators have signed up to join his
filibuster, according to a poll by Human
Events.
Thirty-three Senators have
signed a letter calling for the Senate to
yield to the House position of a complete
ban on funding national tests.
Ashcroft asserts that national tests
and national standards inevitably mean a
national curriculum. There is no way,
academically, ethically or legally, that
children can be given a valid test without
first teaching them the subject matter to
be tested.

The Clinton plan is to spend millions
of dollars to test the reading skills of fourth
graders. But he told us many times during
his 1996 campaign that 40% of third
graders can't read.
The National
Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEF) tests show that only 28% of
fourth graders read at a "proficient" level.
The NAEP
tests
even
give us
comparative figures for individual states.
The problem isn't that children aren't
tested enough, it's that they aren't taught
how to read, write and calculate.

See National Tests, page 2

Holiday Cards Teach Religious
Traditions in Public Schools
LAKE FOREST, CA-Gateways to
Better Education, a ministry that helps
Christian parents deal with issues in the
public schools, has developed three
informative greeting cards that the
organization hopes will "restore acknowledgment of and accurate teaching about the
religious nature of Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter in the public schools."
Misconceptions about legal restrictions
on religious topics in public schools have
caused some schools to secularize holidays
that have religious origins. Gateways to
Better Education offers "Holiday Restoration Cards" for students to give to their public
school teachers and administrators. The
cards are intended to increase awareness and
to help improve the way public school

teachers address religious expression.
Designed as booldets, the three cards
include illustrations and a creative story in
which a turkey, Santa Claus, and the Easter
Bunny explain
the religious origin of their
respective holidays and cultural traditions.
The stories
emphasize the
importance of
recognizing the
holiness of the
holidays and reassure teachers that they
may legally address the authentic history and
purpose of each holiday.
See Holiday Cards,page 2

'Coalitionfor emocracy'Embarkson SmearCampaign
ALBANY, NY-The Upstate New
York Coalition for Democracy has issued
a survey to determine the extent to which
"Radical Right" activity has impacted on
the public schools.
Coalition co-chairs Blue Carreker and
Woody Murphy sent the survey in April to
superintendents and other school officials
out of their concern for the "attempts of
political and religious extremists to
impose their religious, social, and moral
values on all ofus, and to limit the free and
open discussion that is the basis of our
democratic process and electoral system."
In their letter accompanying the
survey, Carreker and Murphy state that
their first task is to survey upstate New
York in order "to develop an accurate and
comprehensive understanding of the
nature and extent of activity intended to
break down the constitutional separation
between church and state."
Among the organizations listed in the
survey as engaged in "radical right

activity" are the American Center for Law
and Justice, American Family Association, Christian
Coalition, Concemed Women
THE
SURVEY
for America,
Eagle
Forum,
REQUESTS
THE
Focus on the
NAMES
OF
SCHOOL
Family, Promise Keepers,
BOARD
MEMBERS
and the RuthWHO
SUPPORT
Instierford
tute. Lumped
PARENTAL
RIGHTS,
alongside them
PHONICS,
ABSTIare Aryan NaNENCE
EDUCAtion, Ku Klux
Klan, militia
TION,
AND
BACK
groups,
and
TO BASICS ....
Neo-Nazis.
Survey respondents are
asked about their familiarity with the
"rhetoric often used by the Radical Right"
(e,g., "dumbing down" of schools),
attempts to remove materials from school

libraries, support of a reduction of public
funding of the arts, and support of
organizations and churches that have
endorsed school board candidates or
questioned the constitutionality of the
separation of church and state.
The survey also asks about votes on
tax increases for public schools,
controversial curricula (e.g., family life,
multiculturalism, self-esteem programs,
drug education, and sex education), and
attacks on teachers and school officials.
The survey requests the names of school
board members who support parental
rights, phonics, abstinence education
and back to basics, as well as the names
of those who oppose multiculturalism,
Outcome-Based Education, globalism,
self-esteem curricula, the occult or
Satanism, cooperative learning, and Head
Start.
Respondents are asked to attach
copies of letters from organizations that
threaten legal action due to a violation of
a student's religious freedom, as well as

from parents who have written to exempt
their children from courses on evolution,
values clarification, non-academic personality tests, curricula pertaining to
drugs and alcohol, discussion of the
occult, education in human sexuality,
globalism and anti-nationalistic curricula.
The group describes itself as "nonpartisan, dedicated to upholding democracy and the constitutional rights of all
people" and "committed to supporting
and promoting diversity and mutual
respect."
The coalition includes the Adirondack
Religious Coalition for Choice, Family
Planning Advocates of New York State,
National Women's Political Caucus of
New York, National Education Association of New York, New York State
Alliance for Arts Education, People for
the American
Way Action Fund,
Planned Parenthood Health Services of
NENY, Upper Hudson Planned Parenthood, and the Empire State Pride
~
Agenda.
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People for the American Way
(PAW) has terminated its annual
report about alleged "censorship"
in public schools. For four years,
PAW was able to grab headlines about
the alleged horrors of parents
criticizing inappropriate classroom
materials. Last year, a former PAW
researcher claimed that its "startling
censorship numbers are cooked."
Two years ago, Focus on the Family
began holding news conferences to
expose the silliness, the bias, and the
anti-parent agenda of PAW' s annual
press releases on "censorship."
proStudies indicate marijuana
duces effects identical to those of
Recent
other addictive drngs.
experiments on rats support the idea
that all addictive drugs work through
common pathways in the brain
responsible for feelings of reward (the
high) and for underlying feelings of
anxiety produced by stress (withdrawal).
Changes in the brain
chemistry of animal subjects reveal
the effects marijuana is expected to
have on humans who abuse the drug.
These findings may lead to a greater
understanding
of addiction and
treatment for drug abuse.
A federal judge in Georgia allowed
a parental rights lawsuit against
middle school officials to proceed.
The parents
sued when their
daughters, ages 13 and 15, were taken
by a counselor, with the principal's
permission, to a local health department for pregnancy tests and contraceptives. School officials claim abuse
by the father as reason for the action,
though no report of alleged abuse was
made to authorities as required by law.
The parents' attorney noted that the
suit should send a powerful message
that school officials may be held
personally liable for their actions.
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Continued from page 1
Clinton says national tests should be
acceptable because there's no difference
between math and reading standards in
New York, Texas or Idaho. However,
teaching methods for math and reading are
highly controversial, and it's impossible to
construct a test without knowing what the
students are being taught.
Testing for math is no longer as
simple as asking what is 2+2. Will the
national tests be written by those who
believe it's important to learn the
multiplication tables, or by those who
think that such skills are obsolete because
now we all use calculators? A check of the
Internet shows what has happened to the
teaching of math. Will Clinton's national
math test be based on Old Math, New
Math, Whole Math, New-New Math,
Algebra Lite, or MTV Math?
In an Op-Ed article in the Wall Street
Journal, Lynne Cheney reported that
Steven Leinwand, who sits on the
committee overseeing President Clinton's
proposed national mathematics exam,
wrote an essay asse1iing that it is
"downright dangerous" to teach students
things like "six times seven is 42, put down
two and carry the four." Leinwand thinks
that, since some are able to master those
computations and others are not, we must
throw off "the discriminatory shackles"
of computations. How can we have a
national math test if those in charge think

it is unfair for students to be expected to
do simple multiplication?
Mrs. Cheney learned what's wrong
with national standards from bitter
experience. When she was chairman of
the National
Endowment
for the
Humanities, she awarded a contract to
develop national standards for U.S.
history. The result was so infused with
anti-American "political correctness" that
the U.S. Senate denounced the standards
by a vote of 99 to L
The gulf between the different
systems of reading instruction is even
wider. Will Clinton's national reading test
be written to test students who have been
taught intensive, systematic phonics, or
those who have been taught Whole
Language?
The plan to administer Clinton's
national reading test only in English is even
more controversial.
For this reason,
many urban school districts, including
Houston, El Paso, and Los Angeles, have
dropped plans to give the reading test
The math and reading tests will
become the control mechanism by which
the federal Department of Education will
determine the content of local school
It doesn't really matter
curricula.
whether the feds actually prescribe the
content and the methodology, or whether
the feds just write the tests and then
the local schools "teach to the test." "
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Holiday Cards
Continued from page 1
The booklets explain that such teaching
constitutes an important cultural lesson. The
cards cite legal rulings on accommodating
religious expression in public education and
suggest lesson plans to integrate religious
aspects of the holidays into public school
curricula without violating the Constitution.
Informing educators of the legality of
including information about religion in public
school lessons is not enough; teachers must
also be made aware of the importance of
integrating religious aspects ofculture into the
curriculum. The Holiday Restoration Cards
have proved effective in improving lesson
plans and attitudes. Many teachers have
responded to these cards by allowing
students to sing carols at Christmas and

inviting them to discuss personal holiday
traditions with classmates.
Any combination of the
cards may be
ordered for $4
each (minimum
of two cards),
including shipping and handling, and prices
are discounted
according to the quantity ordered.
Promotional kits are provided with large
orders. Write to Gateways for Better
Education, P.O. Box 514, Lake Forest, CA
92630, 1-800-929-1163.
~

Home Remedies, Gina Dalfonzo and
Jennifer A Marshall, Family Research
Council, 64 pps., $4 paper.
Conventional wisdom seems to indicate that, as long as children are reading, it doesn't really matter what they
are reading. As a result, even Christians
often settle for mediocre material as long
as it's not morally objectionable.
Home Remedies is a comprehensive
reference list, compiled by the Family
Research Council, that children, parents and teachers can use to find high
quality books on a wide variety of topics. Though not all the books listed are
by or about Christians, all were "specifically chosen to nurture a child's maturing moral sense."
In the first section, the list is organized by library category and reader age.
The second section contains titles, tips
and sources for specific scholastic subjects, such as math and science.
According to the introduction, three
main criteria were used in choosing the
recommended books. "First, we wanted to construct a list that parents could
trust," say the authors. "N9ne of the
books on the list sabotages the reader
spiritually or morally." The second stipulation was that the books be well-written. "Through this reading list, it is our
intention to rekindle an appreciation for
the artistic value of literature. Finally,
we looked for 'tried-and-true' books.
Some have been classics for more than
a century. Others are widely popular
among young readers. Some have won
awards."
Home Remedies ' reading categories include classics, fantasy, fiction, history and historical fiction, inspirational,
picture books, mystery and suspense,
and biography. The "Curriculum Cupboard," organized by subject, "provides
remedies and boosters to help parents
help their children." These categories
include weights and measures, Bible
studies, parents' education manuals,
math, geography, poetry, art, philosophy,
music, history, science, English, civics,
foreign languages, and reference works.
While the authors emphasize that the
lists are far from exhaustive, they do provide a solid foundation from which parents and children can explore the variety
of resources that are available. An appendix provides information on the publishers and book dealers that are mentioned, plus many more.
In addition to the lists, Home Remedies scatters tips throughout its pages,
such as where to find books, field guides
for nature excursions, commonly misspelled words, and even tips on tutoring. Personal reflections by members
of the Family Research Council attest to
the joys and rewards of reading good
books and provide inspiration to young
readers. Send $4.00 to FRC, 801 G St.,
N.W., Washington, DC 20001, or call
the order line at l-800-225-4008.
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: Public choolsAsNurseAndNanny
Speech by Pennsylvania Rep. Sam Rohrer, Eagle Forum Leadership Conference, Sept. 27, 1997
By Rep. Sam Rohrer

wrested away from individuals, parents,
Expansion of the "Nanny State" local school boards and health care
continues at breakneck speed. It seems providers, and ultimately, from employers.
our national love affair with Marxism and Without dispute, these shifts, if left
fascism is turning into a life-long unaltered, will produce an economy
commitment, with you and me and every planned not by parents and individuals,
but by governfreedom-loving American being
ment fiat.
stiff armed and turned into the
Up to now,
partner cast off.
these
monBetween the "medicalization
umental changes
of the schools" through the
were for the most
expanded use of Medicaid, and
part bypassing
the subversion of the world's
Congress and the
finest system of health care
elected
state
through managed care and other
legislatures begovernment-induced health care
cause of a great
reform, we are witnessing the
urgency to make
total restructuring of society.
key structural
Medicaid
has moved
changes before
mainstream into our schools. It
IEE
the year 2000.
is paying salaries, funding
multiple programs that boldly
Rep. Sam Rohrer
Congress and the
intrude into the sanctity of the home, and legislatures are generally viewed as
is the cause of escalating federal and state impediments that must be avoided. As
budgets. Even more objectionable, the such, the necessary constitutional principle
Medicaid component is but one spoke in of checks and balances is violated and the
the wheel of the larger societal scrutiny afforded by public and legislative
restructuring movement that clearly debate is pre-empted. The necessary
orchestrates a number of large federal safeguards and protections are not
entitlement programs to produce what the established and the citizens of this nation,
Clinton administration calls a "safety net." our children, our parents and ultimately
In reality, if left umestrained, it will our entire population are victimized by the
become l\,farc Tucker's "seamless web" intruding arm of government. The picture
through which no one will fall and coming into focus is quite ugly.
It is the apocalyptic black horse of
ultimately no one will escape.
government-run health care on which the
An encounter with our Pennsylvania
Departments of Education and Welfare enemy of freedom has most stridently and
revealed a covert attempt to push our recently ridden.
Reacting to public
public schools into registering as "partial exposure from reports like HR 37, there
hospitalization providers" under Medicaid. has been a grand and brazen attempt to
The inability to obtain fuU disclosure legislatively sanction what has already
from these departments prompted me to occurred through executive order.
Together, Marc Tucker and Hillary
introduce House Resolution 37. By a wide
margin, the Pennsylvania House of Clinton are spinning their seamless web
Representatives passed this resolution around Hillary's village and all ofus. Their
and created a select subcommittee. This clearly stated goal is a "cradle to grave"
subcommittee was chartered to investigate net into which infants will be swept from
the issue of Medicaid in the schools, how the womb, toddlers immunized and
it got there, its fiscal impact, as well as the medicated, adolescents coddled and
issues of parental consent violations, pupil remediated, workers trained and molded,
privacy invasions, data collection and and, when no longer productive to the
security. As chairman, I pursued these state, released to flounder.
At the 1989 National Governor's
objectives carefully. The subcommittee
completed and circulated its final report, Conference, which was chaired by thenknown as the H.R. 37 Report, at the end Governor Bill Clinton, an initiative called
of November, 1996. It is probably the America 2000 was officially adopted by
most documented and researched report the Governors. Implementation began
to come out of a legislative committee in simultaneously at both the state and
Pennsylvania, detailing these issues and federal levels. While this movement was
making specific findings and recom- dubbed the "educational restructuring
mendations. The findings revealed butthe movement," it became the umbrella under
which other restructuring efforts in health
tip of an iceberg.
While many serious problems were care and the labor force could occur
identified, there is one that is most serious without a great deal of suspicion. And
because it breeds many others. It is that because the strategically chosen object of
dramatic public policy shifts are this restructuring was and is children, it
simultaneously occurring in the areas of defies criticism by all except protective
education, workforce development and parents and a few courageous others.
The six goals of what is now Goals
health care. Almost all are through
executive
branch
m1tiatives
and 2000 became the banner under which
bureaucratic maneuvering. These shifts individual state initiatives were started or
all have one thing in common - the consolidated. For instance, the first goal
realignment of control. Control is being states: "By the year 2000, all children will

=

In order to provide these mental
start school ready to learn."
In
Pennsylvania, our former Governor health remedial services, schools must
placed medical assistance and other agree to provide mental health services,
health-related areas under this goal. OBE which can be done through the "partial
was advanced as Pennsylvania's unique hospitalization provider status." This is
approach to learning; however, in reality, what allows the schools to provide all
it conformed totally to the national goals. health-related services through the vehicle
According to the 1992 SCANS of school-based clinics.
The EPSDT (Early Periodic Screening,
report, produced pursuant to the adoption
Detection, and Treatment) program is
of America 2000 by the National
Governor's Conference, this federal plan cited as the federal mandate to provide
became the "blueprint for change." The diagnosis and treatment under the
SCANS spelled out the details of how "Rehabilitation" option available to the
Medicaid then becomes the
labor policy, education, and health care states.
would be combined in the classroom. In funding source for all areas of identified
this setting children, considered as "health and mental health remediation and
"human capital" by proponents of this rehabilitation." Not only will EPSDT/
Medicaid pay for true medical services, it
approach, became objects for tinkering
will pay for along list of subjective mental
and experimentation by social planners.
health diagnoses. It is this "identification"
It was apparent that these wholesale
structural
changes
could not be process,
fueled by new Title I
accomplished without a massive infusion requirements, EPSDT allowances, and
of new dollars, which were simply not School-to-Work
requirements,
that
available at the state level. But never fear. necessitates the "profiling" of every child.
Once a child is identified, the school
Funding is as available as increasing the
national debt. Two ready-made pro- either bills Medicaid directly or, as is most
grams existed but had too many restric- common, utilizes a data billing company.
tions for broad-based use. The programs
Schools can either hire their own
were Title I funding and Medicaid.
counselors, therapists, and nurses or,
However, the restrictions did not pose more commonly, allow outside agencies
formidable obstacles.
In October of to provide services to "identified"
1994, President Clinton signed into law children, either within the school or
the "Improving America's Schools Act." wherever the child may be. For instance,
In addition to re-authorizing over $7 mobile therapists can bill $42/ho;ur for the
time they spend riding the bus home with
billion for F. Y. 1995, this legislation
Johnny if Johnny is "stressed" by a bully
rewrote the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. Among other things, this on the bus. Since there is no classification
change allows Title I funds to be for "normal" according to the DSM-IV
expended on all students who are labeled manual, every child can be found in need
"educationally
deprived,"
not just
of remediation -all paid for by Medicaid.
"economically deprived."
Additional structural changes had to
As for Medicaid, similar changes be made in order to allow states to begin
providing these expanded health-related
have occurred. Originally a governmentsponsored health insurance program for services on a state-wide basis.
No
the poor, poverty guidelines have been problem; simply have the state executive
dropped entirely for ages 0-21. Through branch and Department of Welfare apply
the exploitation
to the Health Care Finance Administration
and waivers will be granted.
Once
of a loophole in
granted, these waivers allow for all types
the Omnibus
Budget
Re"DISABILITY
NOW
of things to occur. But isn't the very
purpose
of waivers to allow that which is
conciliationAct
INCLUDES
READofl989(OBRA
Even the
not permitted by law?
ING AND
MATH
89), terms have
Government Accounting Office (GAO)
testified
before the Congressional
beenredefined.
DEFICIENCIES
Disability now
Committee on the Budget on April 4, 1995
includes reading FOR SUCH
that "allowing the waiver process to be
and math de- THINGS
used to expand coverage to hundreds of
AS
ficiencies for
thousands of additional individuals without
BREAKING
UP
such things as
the consultation and concurrence of the
"breaking
up WITH ONE'S
Congress appears inappropriate.
The
with
one's
result
of
these
waivers
could
lead
to
a
BOYFRIEND
OR
boyfriend
or
heavier financial burden on the federal
GIRLFRIEND."
girlfriend."
government." And a substantially greater
Other
terms
fiscal burden will fall on the states as well.
have been exNot only can expanded services be
panded like "at
provided as indicated by the GAO, but
risk,"
which
health care reform is being accomplished
now means "at risk of becoming at risk."
through the use of school-based clinics
This assures that every child can become and managed care within the Medicaid
"identified," and, once identified under population. Orchestrated as it is in
Goals 2000 or Title I as "at risk," can be Pennsylvania
and
many states, the
remediated under Medicaid mental health Clinton health care reform agenda is
"wrap around services."
See Nurse and Nanny, page 4
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Continued from page 3
being accomplished through the back
door without federal or state legislation.
It's not that the Health Security Act
did not pass in 1993, it just failed to pass
Congress. As children were the object in
the 1989 adoptionofAmerica2000, so are
they in the implementation of health care
through the back door. In a document
obtained from the released White House
files from the Health Care Task Force
meetings, school-based clinics were
identified as the vehicle for change.
Because schools represent the place
where most students are housed, they
represent a "captive audience" and, as
such, are prime targets for social policy
change. The school-based clinic concept
conveniently enables screenings to take
place under the cloak of "health."
The Pennsylvania back-door health
reform plan was called "KidsFirst"
According to the same documents, full
implementation of government-controlled
health care would start with forced
managed care of the expanding Medicaid
population and would target children
through the use of school-based clinics.
Full implementation would then work its
way through the general population by age
groups, and is intended to be completed
by the year 2000. In Pennsylvania, we are
well on our way to meeting this target
You may justifiably be wondering
who or what is the engine driving all this.
The answer is private foundations and
private foundation money. The largest
and most influential foundation avowedly
committed to Clinton-style comprehensive
health care is the Robert Wood Johnson
(RWJ) Foundation in New Jersey.
Extremely successful in influencing
bureaucratically imposed public policy by
providing
grant money
to state
governments for health-related pilot
programs, this foundation is responsible
for the health care reform component of
the larger equation. It has been and
remains the glue, the muscle, and the
brains behind this restructuring.
The December 16, 1996 edition of
Forbes magazine entitled "Trojan Horse
Money" speaks eloquently to this matter.
By regularly circumventing the elected
legislatures, the balance of power is tilted
against the elected representatives of the
people. If left unbridled, this abuse of the
process will cause the demise of
representative government.
Since the completion of the HR 37
Report, the march towards governmentrun health care on the backs of children
continues unabated. In Pennsylvania, the
pilot was the Children's Health Insurance
Program (CHIP), created in 1991 and
funded by a tax on cigarette sales. CHIP
was created at the request of our former
Governor at the behest of R WJ. This
creation was critical to RWJ's strategy
because they needed a structural change
to "legitimately" direct public dollars into
the private health care sector. Social
liberals know that the real value of pilot
programs is to get the camel's nose under
the tent Well, the camel is now in the tent,
and RWJ is using Pennsylvania as a
success story of how to use children,
purchase public policy, and magnify
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people's fears to initiate social change.
Building on the Pennsylvania model,
the RWJ Foundation targeted Governors,
wooing them with promises of grant
money and soliciting the commitment of
the executive branch to pursue vital
legislation. The strategy used is in essence
always the same.
Approach the
Governor.
Offer a grant, promise
money, etc., write the bill, buy the votes,
implement a legislative full court press,
and, of course, resist public hearings to
avoid debate because the "urgency of the
situation does not allow such delays."
These efforts have garnered full support
from Governors, and have crystallized in
the form of public/private nonprofit
corporations,
sometimes called the
Healthy Kids Corp. (Florida) or KidCare
in many other states. Interestingly, it
doesn't seem to matter from which party
the Governor hails: in Missouri, a
Democrat, in Texas, a Republican.
According to legislators in these states, a
common method for implementation of
this health insurance is the use of schoolbased clinics either overtly or covertly.
So now, state after state has legislatively
institutionalized the structure to funnel
public dollars into a private-sector-run
industry.
Not surprisingly, in most states these
new corporations are not answerable to
the legislature. The directors are appointed and controlled by the Governor.
The manner in which state and
federal initiatives coordinate should make
everyone stand in amazement
To my
knowledge, this level of involvement is
unprecedented and it is frightening.
The latest federal component in the
puzzle is officially designated as SCHIP,
which stands for State Children's Health
Insurance Program. Recently passed as
a part of the federal budget agreement,
this new program is referred to as a "state
entitlement" I've heard some Republicans
who voted for it say that "we' 11have to be
careful so as to not allow this program to
become an entitlement" Well, it already
is, and says so in the legislation.
SCHIP was created under a new
Title XXI of the Social Security Act and
appropriates billions for children's health
care. It guarantees funding in the amount
of $24 billion over five years, and $48
billion over ten years, but this amount
could increase before that time.
It amazes
me how budget
compromises work. President Clinton
asks for $10 billion, the Senate
recommends $16 billion, the House $20
billion, and the conference committee
compromises at $24 billion!
In order to justify their vote, some
Republicans claim victory on this issue
because the states were given a great deal
of latitude in spending this money on
children's health. Consistent with RWJ
strategy, however, the latitude is pure
smoke. It doesn't exist, because the bill
does not properly place oversight with the
state legislatures. Oversight rests squarely
with the Governors, who have already
demonstrated that they are under the
influence (of R WJ). The bill says the
states can use these new health care
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dollars to either augment and expand the by requiring data collection and reporting.
very broad Medicaid program, as in Since there is no prohibition against
Pennsylvania, or create a new structure. collecting data on individuals, you can be
But let's look at what the bill really re- certain it will be specific.
quires. Key mandates include:
7. Mandated Advertising: A full
1. Medicaid Expansion: To access l % or $240,000,000 is mandated for use
funds, states must phase in Medicaid
in marketing and advertising. But since
coverage for children under poverty level outreach and administration is capped at
by 1998 to age 17 and by 2000 to age 19. l 0%, a full $2A billion could be skimmed
This is a very broad group, and will sig- off the top for new bureaucrats or to disnificantly raise the cost of Medicaid for pense juicy contracts to favored clients.
both states and the federal government It
The overall problem with this
accomplishes the health care destroyers'
legislation is that it is the Clinton Health
agenda through state waivers that Care Plan.
It is not warmed-over
circumvent the legislatures.
Clinton-Care, this is the 1993 plan be2. Mandated .Benefits:
These fore our eyes, right on track.
must equal or surpass the best preferred
Aside from the destruction this
plan available within the state, including
program will bring to quality health care,
vision and dentaL The three legislated
the cost of this gigantic boondoggle will
benchmarks are (a) Blue Cross/Blue
break the bank
The White House
Shield's preferred provider plan; (b) the estimates l O million uninsured children
state employee plan; and (c) coverage and Clinton originally requested $10
offered by the state's largest HMO.
billion over five years. The Children's
3. Eligibility: (a) no exclusion for Defense Fund, however, states that the
pre-existing conditions; and (b) children $24 billion now appropriated will serve
must reside in families with incomes only five million children at a cost of$960/
below 200% of federal poverty level, or year/child, or $80 per month. Therefore,
$31,200 for a family of four.
up the budget! The 0MB says thatthe $24
4. Expansion of Coverage: States billion will only serve l. 7 million children.
may use funds to purchase family
That figures out to approximately $2,824/
coverage for target children. So, the truth year/child or $235/month! Where does
is, this is not just a children's health the 0MB figure the extra dollars will be
siphoned off?
insurance. Are any of us surprised?
5.
Mandated Program Growth
The commonly cited statistics used
and Annual Reporting:
States are to "prove" the uninsured children "crisis"
required to identify specific strategic are bogus.
Rather than this being a
objectives aimed at increasing emollment
benevolent government program for
States must: (a) prove progress made in children, it could more accurately be
reducing the number of uncovered low- described as a government-sanctioned
income children; (b) prove success in child abuse program! How else can you
increasing the number of children with describe a government program that, by
health coverage;
(c) document the stealth, strategically targets the family,
effectiveness of the program; and (d) and "uses" children to accomplish a
prove the effectiveness of coordination
clearly self-serving political and economic
agenda?
with other public and private programs.
It is here that I see a giant skunk in the
The ultimate goal is for federal
wood pile. This program establishes the control of education, labor and health
basis for employers to begin offering care. Both the shadowy process by
plans to employees without children's
which the changes have been made and
coverage. Employees will be encouraged
the official "blueprint" speak clearly to the
to transfer their children's health care veracity of the claim that their goal is a
coverage to the taxpayer-paid plans.
"total managed economy." For the sake
6. Mandated Data Collection and of these United States, for the freedom we
Federal Government Access to Data: have enjoyed, and for the children who
States are required to: (a) file plans with will replace us, we must put a stop to
the Federal Government assuring that the Federal Government
intrusion into
state will collect data, maintain records, education, health care and the workforce.
and provide required reports to the For the sake of our children, our
Secretary; and (b) provide the Federal professions, our freedom, let's not give
Government with access to all records. up but stand up, speak out and hold
This provision creates privacy concerns fast!
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